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Executive Summary
The key question that was set up to be answered by this study was whether the banana wine value chain
(BWVC) is one of the value chains that offer the best prospects of achieving NIRDA’s objectives goal of
either increased exports or import substitution in the most cost effective and efficient manner.
After a thorough analysis, as presented in this study, across a wide array of parameters from a
representative sample, the BWVC is firmly recommended as one of the key sectors that can drive especially
rural industrialisation in the Rwanda but also improve exports and reduce imports; a focused intervention
as elaborated in the report is recommended.
Most of the report’s findings are confirmed by the 2016 NIRDA report “Research and Technology needs
assessment in Agro-processing and Biotechnology; Pharmaceutical and Chemical industries”.
The
importance of the sector is further collaborated by the MINICOM Horticulture Cluster Development and
Promotional Strategy 2014-2019.
The sector attracts over RWF500million annually in private investments, is growing by 23% by turnover
annually, employs over 54 people per entity on average and has 79% of all entities owning their land on
which firms are located, and uses over 5Million metric tons of bananas most of which are sourced locally.
These among others are core justifications that makes the BWVC a valuable candidate sector for NIRDA to
intervene with technological support to improve exports and reduce imports. As clearly mentioned in the
project objectives, the value chain must have the potential to:
•
•
•

Upgrade (actions to help Rwanda enterprises move to a higher value-added component of a value
chain);
Extend (actions to broaden an existing value chain to increase its full potential job creation and
value added impact);
Optimise (actions to improve operation of certain links of the value chain to achieve greater value
added);

The evidence and the figures adduced from this diagnostic activity and detailed in Table 8 clearly make the
BWVC a target sector for technological support.
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1

Background

1.1

Introduction

Rapid technical change and accelerating globalization are radically changing the context for economic
development in every country. These changes offer developing countries both significant opportunity – of
massive productivity increase and more access to new resources and markets – and significant risk – of
economic dislocation, stagnation and marginalization.
International competitiveness is at the core of industrial success, and is taking new forms. Trade
liberalization is forcing enterprises to face unprecedented global competition in domestic as well as foreign
markets. The falling "costs of distance" make this competition more immediate and intense than in the
past. Rapid technical change forces producers to constantly upgrade their process technologies and
introduce new products. It also changes patterns of trade, with product segments based on research and
development growing faster than less technology-intensive segments.
The main reasons for the growing importance of international competitiveness are technological. The rapid
pace of innovation – and the resulting promise of productivity increase – makes it costlier to insulate
economies from international trade and investment. Since new technologies benefit all activities, traded
and non-traded, rapid access to such technologies in the form of new products, equipment and knowledge
becomes vital for national welfare. Insulation from global markets and technologies is no longer a viable
option for any developing country.
Technology is therefore vital to developing countries, even though it is clear that they are not "innovating"
at the frontier. They import new technology, equipment, and patents from more advanced countries, but
they have to learn to use these inputs effectively. Basically local and imported technologies have to be used
effectively and in harmony to create significant impacts in the industrial growth of developing countries’
economies.
There is clear evidence that research and development is a core element in the economic growth of
developed countries. This might suggest that simply increasing research and development expenditure in
developing countries will lead to rapid economic growth. However, the innovation needs of developing
countries are both simpler and more complex than those of developed countries: simpler because to a
large extent developing countries can attain increases in productivity by making effective use of existing
knowledge1; more complex, because the key requirements of technology-driven development are not just
new knowledge. For developing countries which are behind the “technological frontier”, acquisition of
existing knowledge may be expected to yield higher increases in productivity than would flow from a similar
scale investment in R&D or other efforts to push back the technological frontier. There are many means of
technology transfer for private goods. Direct foreign investment, licensing, technical assistance,
importation of technology as embodied in capital goods, components or products, copying and reverse
engineering, and foreign study are the key channels. (NIRDA-UNIDO-KOICA) In addition, technology-driven
development requires education, packages of technical skills, and a whole series of institutions, networks
and capabilities which enable the effective use of existing knowledge and must be part of, or even precede,
any serious effort to create new knowledge.
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Innovation in the context of developing countries is not so much a matter of pushing back the frontier of
global knowledge, but more the challenge of facilitating the first use of new technology in the domestic
context. Innovations should be considered broadly as improved products, processes, and business or
organizational models. Developing countries should therefore be more interested in technology knowledge
through its acquisition, adaptation, dissemination, and use in diversified local settings rather than in pure
research and development and the creation of knowledge in order to drive industrial development
Using new technologies is not an automatic or simple process. It entails the conscious building of
"technological capabilities", a mixture of information, skills, interactions and routines that firms need in
order to handle the tacit elements of technology. Once imported, using technology efficiently is not easy,
costless or automatic.

1.2

Rationale of the study

The efficient dissemination of knowledge requires appropriate mechanisms to educate potential users in
the benefits of the related technology through the provision of technical information using explicit training,
pilot demonstration projects, or technical assistance on how to use the technology.
In this context of rapid development and dissemination of new knowledge, innovation is becoming a more
critical element of competitiveness. Firms have to be constantly innovating to avoid falling behind. This
does not necessarily mean that they have to be moving the technological frontier forward. Only the most
advanced firms do that. However, all firms need to be at least fast imitators and adopt, use and improve
new technology in order not to fall behind. This puts a great deal of pressure on firms’ technological
capabilities. Moreover, innovation is not just a matter of new products or new processes and ways to
produce them, but also better organization and management techniques, and better business models
which facilitate doing business.

1.3

NIRDA’s strategy

NIRDA’s strategy is aimed at increasing the competitiveness of Rwandan enterprises through:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring they have knowledge of the technologies that could improve their competitiveness
Supporting them to identify and acquire specific existing technologies which can improve their
competitiveness
Developing purpose-built solution where existing technologies needed to improve competitiveness
either do not exist or inappropriate to the Rwandan nosiness environment
Ensuring that demonstrated success of pilot projects in replicated by a large number of enterprises
to achieve impact at scale.

NIRDA cannot operate at significant scale: it cannot hope to be polytechnic in aiming to service wideranging customer needs across the whole spectrum of Rwanda’s industrial economy. It certainly cannot go
beyond the provision of technology support services into broader business development services for
enterprises: it has neither the skills nor capabilities to do this and this would only deflect from achievement
of its main goal.
It must focus and specialise on those areas where it can have most impact and adopt matrix structures to
allow it to be flexible and responsive rather than develop “knowledge silos” which reduce its agility.
A critical first phase of this process it to determine which value chains offer the best prospects of achieving
NIRDA’s objectives goal (either increased exports or import substitution) in the most cost effective and
efficient manner. NIRDA will review value chains considering the potential for:
9|P a g e
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•
•
•
•

Upgrading (actions to help Rwanda enterprises move to a higher value added component of a value
chain);
Extending (actions to broaden an existing value chain to increase its full potential job creation and
value added impact);
Optimising (actions to improve operation of certain links of the value chain to achieve greater value
added);
Targeting (identification of a new value chain or sector that Rwanda has the required endowments
for but that has not been developed, or adequately developed).

It is in this context that banana products (and especially banana wine) has been determined to be a priority
sector worthy of investigation. This report undertakes the first phase of that investigation.

1.4

Objectives of the study

The key objective of the Banana value chain technology audit study was to carry out an in-depth analysis
of this value chain with a focus on banana wine processing enterprises to assess if
•
•
•

•

1.5

It has potential to be Upgraded (help the enterprises involved to move to a higher value added
component of the value chain),
Extendable (be broadened to increase its full potential in job creation and value added impact)
and can be optimized (improved to achieve greater value) and thus be targeted (identified as a
sector that Rwanda has with the required endowments for its development) in line with NIRDA,
KOICA and UNIDO desired goals.
Provide justification and recommendations of why the BWVC is the right candidate for the above.

Key tasks and deliverables for the assignment

The tasks of this assignment were split into two phases with the following deliverables: The key deliverables
of the study for phase 1 were as follows
Phase 1
I.
II.
III.

Produce a database of all enterprises producing banana wine in Rwanda
Produce a diagnostic report detailing the technological capacity, production methods, and the
needs of SMEs/Companies/Cooperatives operating in the banana wine value chain.
Summary report with in-depth analysis conclusions and justification to whether the sector is
one in which NIRDA should intervene with technological support aimed at improving
exports/reducing imports

A second phase will then be undertaken that will include the following objectives
Phase 2
IV.
V.
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chain with a covering report justifying all recommendations
Create Awareness raising material including a report on available banana wine making
technologies relevant to the Rwandan context aimed at raising the interest of Rwanda
enterprises in applying for support from NIRDA with the introduction of relevant cost effective
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VI.
VII.

VIII.

technologies and processes to support upgrading or modernization of the banana wine value
chain in Rwanda.
Hold two dissemination workshops with actual and potential banana wine producers in
appropriate locations in Rwanda
Budget justifying overall allocation of funding for first open call including an Assessment of the
total amount of funds that should be allocated from the NIRDA-KOICA-UNIDO project to cofinance the call the first open call.
Advisory report to the NIRDA Selection Committee for the applications received through the
call for banana wine value chain.

Progress to Phase 2 can only be commenced following the approval of the Project Steering Committee to
progress following their review of this Phase 1 report.
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2

Literature Review

2.1

Overview of banana value chain in Rwanda

Bananas are the second most important crop in Rwanda - second only to beans according to numerous
reports and studies by NISR (NISR SAS, 2016), Geurt (1986) and others. According to Mpyisi et al (2000) and
the latest NISR Seasonal Agriculture Survey report of 2016, 23% of the current arable land in Rwanda is
under banana production occupying 322, 009 Ha with 12.4Ha specifically growing bananas for beer (NISR
SAS, 2016).
The National Institute of Statistics of Rwanda (NISR) conducts annual Seasonal Agricultural Surveys (SAS)
covering all three agricultural Seasons in Rwanda. Season A that starts in September and ends with
February, Season B that starts in March and ends with June of the same year; and Season C that starts in
July and ends in September of the same year. In season A of 2016, the total banana yield in Rwanda was
1,005,934MT of which 529,434MT comprising 14.5% of total crop production was specifically banana for
beer (NISR SAS 2016). These figures underscore the importance of the banana wine value chain in the
country.
An agribusiness value chain is a holistic view of a commodity in economic activity and value terms from the
inputs that go into its production to the primary farm activities, post-harvest management, value addition,
markets and trade. Thus the banana value chain in Rwanda tracks the economic activities that take place
along the chain from the research that takes place to improve the planting materials to the productions of
the planting materials used to set up the farms, to the fertilizer and inputs that go into the farm, the farmcare and harvest, the post-harvest management and handling, the value addition, trade and marketing.
The first core component of the banana value chain is farm input and productivity. Productivity is a function
of numerous, interrelated issues including leadership, culture, managerial capability, skills, technology,
production practices, market, research and development, organization and measurement according to the
5 year Rwanda Horticulture Cluster Development and Promotion Strategy (MINICOM HCDPS 2014-2019).
The actors along this value chain component are often key in determining the productivity and size of the
value chain. The key lamentation among the local and regional exporters and small scale processing
enterprises and large food processing industries is that, they cannot get enough (quantity and quality)
produce for processing and export market. This is a key challenge at the first part of the value chain but
with banana fairing a lot better than other sectors due to the high regional production. Land also a key
problem with MINAGRI and its stakeholders have introduced and enrolled innovative programs such as
land consolidation and crop intensification for effective land use and increased productivity.
Another challenge often cited at this level of the value chain is the reluctance to adopt modern farming
practices (MINICOM HCDPS 2014-2019), Fertiliser utilization is also very low and this also creates
challenges, government interventions have however increased use from 14% to 29% according to the same
source quoting the Monitor group report of 2012.
The postharvest losses are estimated to be as high as 30% in cereals, 50% in roots and tubers, and up to
70% in fruits and vegetables including bananas (EAC Food Security Action Plan, 2011). Postharvest handling
is critical in preventing crop losses and optimizing the profitability of farming enterprises. It is also crucial
in optimizing value addition opportunities and availing produce to a wider markets. The development of
postharvest and processing technologies could contribute to securing a stable supply of food products in
addition to an increase in agricultural income and improvement of the diet in Rwanda (MINICOM HCDPS
2014-2019). Different technologies are adopted to increase and preserve different aspects of crop
products for various uses. Most often, quality appearance, nutrient value, texture, increase of storage shelf
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life and preservation are often paramount in most crops including bananas. Bananas for export are often
managed first at farm level with the covering of bunches with plastic to prevent insect damage and
blemishes, careful harvesting is then done and cutting washing and modified atmosphere storage is done
to lengthen shelf life before ripening. These steps are crucial for fresh export bananas. But for banana
beverage processing, the key issue often revolves around ensuring uniform and fast ripening of bananas.
Transport and storage of banana and other crops produce is often a challenge in Rwanda and East Africa
in general. The properly refrigerated trucks that are often used to move produce in advanced economies
are often lacking with bicycles dominating produce transport in Rwanda at 40.7% and unrefrigerated trucks
at 32% exposing produce to heat, abrasions and even rain (HCDPS 2014-2019).
Value addition to bananas in Rwanda often takes many different forms with a myriad of products made
from bananas as will be elaborated below. However the predominant value added product made from
bananas in Rwanda is the production of alcoholic beverages commonly known as Urwagwa (NIRDA Report
2016).

2.2

Banana value addition in Rwanda and current production technologies

Bananas in Rwanda are made into a wide variety of products other than consumption as fresh food with
over 85% of households growing bananas (NISR SAS 2016). Banana are mainly grown in the eastern part of
the country but fair quantities are grown through the country. It is one of the staple foods in Rwanda grown
in almost all districts of rural countryside according to a myriad of reports including the (NIRDA Report
2016). They are many products that are made from bananas in Rwanda made suing a wide array of manual,
semi-automatic and automatic processes as observed during this study along the banana wine value chain.
Products include banana beer, wine, juice, spirit, chips, flour, fruit, and others as cited in the research and
technology needs assessment in agro-processing and biotechnology; pharmaceutical and chemical
industries of 2016 (NIRDA Report 2016). According to the same report the number of technologies
employed in processing bananas into value added products include Fermentation, Packaging, Reception of
raw material, Evaporation, Distillation, Filling and sealing, Microbial enzymes, Ripening, Bacteriocins and
antimicrobial ingredients, Prepare raw material, Pulping/extraction, Filtration, Centrifugation, Membrane
concentration, Pasteurization, and Sterilization (NIRDA Report 2016).
Banana wine and related fruit alcoholic beverages are produced by 45.2% of all SMEs in the country
according to the ministry of trade and industry horticulture development and promotion strategy 20142019. Its reported that over 29 banana varieties are grown for banana brewing (Gaidashova et al (2005)
with Intuntu being the most popular (40.7%), followed by Inkamba (13.6%) indaya and Poyo. In banana
value addition especially in the production of alcoholic and non-alcoholic banana beverages, the vast
majority of enterprises still use manual processes at 70% with only a paltry 1% using automated processes
(NIRDA report 2016). The production of banana alcoholic beverages and most importantly “banana wine”
was the focus of this study. Banana beer and wine collectively known as “Urwagwa” is made and consumed
by a vast majority of Rwandese. It is made in many forms and varieties including classic clear banana wine
made with yeast and fermented for long periods to maturity. The following are the major classifications of
banana alcoholic products as defined by the Rwanda Standards Board (RS 343, 2017).

2.3

Banana wine in Rwanda: definitions and standards

Wine is classically defined as a fermented alcoholic fruit beverage made typically from grapes or any other
fruit or flowers with or without the addition of sugar and water according to the latest oxford dictionary
definition. According to RS 343 of 2017, banana alcoholic beverages should have at least 50% banana juice
or pulp of the mixture to be fermented. In food science and technology, a typical wine should have an
13 | P a g e
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alcohol content of between 5.5-15.5%. In Rwanda, the ethyl alcohol content of banana alcoholic drinks
should be a maximum of 17% by volume (RS 343, 2017). This is indeed the alcohol content in the vast
majority of Rwandese banana wine. Thus although the fermented banana alcoholic drink in Rwanda is
traditionally known as “Urwagwa” which classically means “banana beer”, this is indeed banana wine by
scientific definition due to the alcohol content as defined above. It should be noted that Urwagwa and/or
banana wine comes in different types forms and varieties. It should also be noted that classic long matured
banana wine without sorghum is also made by some of the sampled enterprises.
According to the draft Rwanda Standards Board (RSB) Banana Urwagwa specifications DRS224 of 2016,
Urwagwa is defined as an “alcoholic beverage derived from the fermentation of banana juice where
sorghum grit has been added with or without honey and water’ (DRS 224, 2016). Thus the key ingredients
are banana juice (free of extraneous matter), Sorghum (often roasted sorghum grit) with honey and
portable water as optional ingredients. There are 3 types of Urwagwa;
a)

b)

c)

Butunda
An alcoholic beverage derived from the fermentation of banana juice where sorghum grit has been
added without addition of honey or water. The RSB alcohol content of Butunda is specified to be
between 10-15%. A wine by scientific definition.
Inkangaza
Alcoholic beverage derived from the fermentation of banana juice (with or without addition of
water) where sorghum grit has been added with the addition of honey. The RSB alcohol content of
Inkangaza is specified to be between 7-15%. This is classified by local enterprises/processors as
“banana wine”. A few entities process typical banana wine using yeast but without the sorghum grit
and in this report this category is also added here.
Urwagwa rusanzwe
Alcoholic beverage derived from the fermentation of banana juice where sorghum grit and water
have been added without the addition of honey. The RSB alcohol content of Urwagwa rusanzwe is
specified to be between 3-9%. This is the common classic “banana beer” according to local
classification but the often elevated alcohol content above 5% make this a banana wine too.

A 4th category of banana alcoholic drink is the classic banana wine; it is defined by the general RSB table
wine standards as wine made from the fermentation of at least 50% banana juice or pulp into wine using
yeasts with/or without the addition of other substrates but excluding sorghum grit.
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3

Methodology

3.1

Introduction

The BWVC technology audit questionnaire was designed by NIRDA-UNIDO-KOICA with the primary
objective of assessing if the BWVC is one of the key value chains in which NIRDA should intervene to
upgrade, extend and optimise by analysing a wide array of study components through submission of a
technology audit questionnaire to enterprises involved in the BWVC across the country. Analysis of the
results of the questionnaire where meant to help provide full justifications for the recommendations on
why this value chain is crucial for the country and is a perfect candidate for the NIRDA-UNIDO-KOICA
intervention and support.

3.2

Study Design, sampling plan activity and expected outputs

The survey was designed to be conducted by the submission of an extensive questionnaire to cover a wide
range of diagnostic components intended to extract information that could be analysed to inform the
recommendations and justifications for the BWVC as a candidate for intervention. The core activity of the
study was to:
I)
II)

Develop a database of enterprises involved in the BWVC
Submit the technology audit questionnaire to all identified enterprises in the BWVC

The first primary activity of the study was to identify the enterprises involved in the banana wine value
chain at the value addition and processing level before subjecting them to a technology survey
questionnaire (annex 1) and produce a diagnostic report on banana wine making in Rwanda. The activities
that were carried out to develop the data base were as follows;
A systematic analysis and correlating of various available databases of BWVC enterprises was undertaken
and all core information sources contacted physically and telephonically. Having gone through and
contacted all these possible formal and informal business data sources, three data sets were procured by
the consultant from NIRDA, RDB and APPROJUBAAR (the apex banana wine cooperative).
The consultant and support staff from NIRDA contacted all the SMEs in the dataset requesting permission
to make a site visit. Of the 84 enterprises contacted, 24 enterprise where actively in business and ready to
receive the team (with the remainder either not yet in production, unavailable, or unwilling to host the
team). Given the fact that the 24 enterprises were found to be active and ready submit to the study in the
whole country, this was taken to be the active representative sample of the status of the banana wine value
chain in the country. These entities are spread out across all regions of the country and represent the varied
spectrum of the industry from small indigenous cottage ventures to high tech firms. The table below
includes the full list of all the 24 banana wine enterprises that were visited and assessed using the standard
questionnaire (annex 1). These entities where visited and assessed across the country and form the basis
of the diagnostic report and its findings.
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Table 1: List of sampled enterprises involved in the Banana Wine Value Chain
CODE

COMPANY/
COOPERATIVE
NAME

LEGAL
STATUS

SECTOR

DISTRICT

PROVINCE

CONTACT
PERSON

POSITION

TELEPHONE

F1

Dusangire

Registered

Nkotsi

Musanze

Northern

Mudatsikira
Valence

Managing
Director

788259558

F2

Koperative
Yimenyenawe

Registered

Nemba

Gakenke

Northern

Bavukiyehe
Antoine

President

788226475

F3

Inyunganirabagabo
Ltd

Registered

Nemba

Gakenke

Northern

Ntirenganya
Vincent

Managing
Director

0783422572
/078204470
5

F4

Kauko Ltd

Registered

Regara
ma

Burera

Northern

Rubura
Celestin

Managing
Director

788489435

F5

Yimenyenawe

Registered

Nemba

Gakenke

Northern

Nizeyimana
Thomas

Member

783324978

F6

Yimenyenawe

Registered

Nemba

Gakenke

Northern

Nyiranzabante
rura Patricie

Member

788539484

F7

Indangamirwa

Registered

Shyira

Nyabiho

Western

Twambajiman
a Muslina

President

785184658

F8

NGM
General
Business Company
Ltd

Registered

Shyira

Nyabiho

Western

Manirakiza
Juste

President

0788834741
/078215792
4

F9

Inozamisango Ltd

Registered

Gikond
o

Gasabo

Kigali city

Nsabimana
Gerald

Marketing
Manager

788858024

F10

Indakemwa

Registered

Kicukiro

Kicukiro

Kigali City

Mukankwaya
Bernadette

Managing
Director

788532355
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CODE

COMPANY/
COOPERATIVE
NAME

LEGAL
STATUS

SECTOR

DISTRICT

PROVINCE

CONTACT
PERSON

POSITION

TELEPHONE

F11

Beerituze Ltd

Registered

Mwulile

Rwamag
ana

Eastern

Ndagijimana
Emmanuel

Managing
Director

788407225

F12

Umviriza Ltd

Registered

Karenge

Rwamag
ana

Eastern

Everesto
Sezirahiga

Accountan
t

788769162

F13

Twishimane

Not
Registered

Remera

Gatsibo

Eastern

Uzabakiriho
Philibert

President

783528247

F14

Coproviba

Registered

Mutend
ele

Ngoma

Eastern

Fabian
Munyaneza/Le
onidas
Rwaikagabo

HR
Manager/F
actory
Manager

788531521

F15

Inyemezabahizi Ltd

Registered

Karenge

Rwamag
ana

Eastern

Rusatira
Cassien

Managing
Director

788529689

F16

Soma Gacye Ltd

Registered

Karenge

Rwamag
ana

Eastern

Dufatanye
Jean Pierre

Managing
Director

783028194

F17

Agashinguracumu
Ltd

Registered

Munyu
mba

Rwamag
ana

Eastern

Mukantabana
Catherine

Managing
Director

0788225145
/078850519
6

F18

Cetraf Ltd

Registered

Musanz
e

Musanze

Northern

Tuyishimire
Placide

Managing
Director

788854098

F19

Business
Incubation Centre
of Kabgayi (BIKA
LTD)

Registered

Nyamab
uye

Muhanga

Southern

Eldofance
Jidephonse
Nkiliye

Deputy
Director

788478500
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CODE

COMPANY/
COOPERATIVE
NAME

LEGAL
STATUS

SECTOR

DISTRICT

PROVINCE

CONTACT
PERSON

POSITION

TELEPHONE

F20

Trebuco Ltd

Registered

Rugerer
o

Rubavu

Western

Hakuzimana
Boniface

Managing
Director

783408808

F21

Faida Family Group
Ltd

Registered

Rugarik
a

Kamonyi

Southern

Mutegarugoli
Beata

Director

0788469488
/078480777
0

F22

Ruprotraco Ltd

Registered

Nkotsi

Musanze

Northern

Mukagaga
Regine

Managing
Director

0781164599
/078977116
1

F23

Gabi Ltd

Registered

Kibirizi

Gisagara

Southern

Munyampund
u Celestin

Managing
Director

788582592

F24

Rwanda
Wine Ltd

Registered

Huye

Huye

Southern

Mukunzi Jean
Paul

Managing
Director

788558978
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The following activity and results matrix illustrates the detailed activity and expected results and outputs
of the study (phase1).
Table 2: Activity and Expected Outputs Matrix
Activity

Output

An Identification of all legal SMEs/Companies/Cooperatives
producing banana wine in Rwanda as well as their location was done
using existing data sets from NIRDA, RDB and the main Apex
cooperative for banana wine processing in Rwanda APPROJUBAAR.

Output 1: A Database of all
enterprises producing banana wine
in Rwanda was established

Extensive field visits where done in all provinces of Rwanda, site and
production flow observations were made and a Questionnaire (in
Annex I) was used to collect data and information, including (a)
technological capacity, (b) production methods, and (c) needs of
SMEs/Companies/Cooperatives operating in the banana wine value
chain.

Output 2: Diagnosis Report on
banana wine making

All listed companies in the established database where contacted and
all those who allowed to be visited and have a questionnaire
submitted where visited and assessed. A total of 24 Banana wine
enterprises where assessed across all provinces in the country.
The data was Analysed and synthesized using standard qualitative
and quantitative techniques.
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Output 3: Summary report
containing an analysis of the
collected data: (a) technological
capacity, (b) production methods,
and
(c)
needs
of
SMEs/Companies/Cooperatives
operating in the banana wine value
chain with conclusions and
justifications whether the sector is
one in which NIRDA should
intervene
with
technological
support aimed at improving
exports/reducing imports

Banana Wine Value Chain Development Report: Phase 1

3.3

The study questionnaire, diagnostic components and field work activity

The consultant team worked out a schedule to visit the various regions of the county and assess the
different entities located in these regions. On reaching a site, formal introduction where done with the
leaders of the entities after which an extensive visual facility and process flow inspection was done.
Proximate site size estimates here also done during the visual inspection. The following diagnostics were
undertaken based on visual inspection and study of the process workflow and detailed assessment and
questioning using the comprehensive questionnaire. These parameters had a wide range of sub
components as illustrated in the questionnaire (Annex 1) but the broad categories included;
•

Legal status

•

Human resources

•

Productivity, production capacities and related economic data

•

Process description

•

Quality control

•

Qualification-certifications and standards

•

Research and technological development, problems

•

Technological needs and demand of related services

•

Collaboration with other companies

•

Competitive position

•

Future trends and forecasts in key value chain areas.

The results of the analysis are illustrated in Section 4 below. Applicable statistical analysis using mainly
simple Excel analytics was undertaken and the results are presented in tabular and graphical forms to arrive
at the core conclusions.

3.4

Delineation of the study and key product terms

A value chain encompasses all economic activities that are carried out in relation to a particular commodity
form inputs to primary production marketing and trade. This study however focused on the enterprise,
technology products and processing activities of the BWVC, primary production activities were not part of
this study.
As already explained in the literature review, banana wine as collectively defined above to include
Urwagwa and classic banana wine in Rwanda is the traditional drink of choice consumed in all parts of the
country since time immemorial with strong customs and traditions associated with it. This banana wine is
made in all parts of the country with the eastern part holding the most entities with Cyangugu and Gasenyi
specifically mentioned by Gaidashova et al (2005). Thus the work on the Banana Wine Value Chain centred
around entities that produce Urwagwa and classic banana wine in all parts of the country. It should be
noted that alcoholic banana products are collectively (and rightly) referred to as banana wine in this and
other related academic reports. However, the product classification as applied by the questionnaire to the
firms had two major sub categories of banana wine products to reflect the current understanding of the
processors and for the reporting accuracy;
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a) Urwagwa Rusanze-traditional “banana beer”, including Urwagwa Rwa Gihanga (<5% alcohol)
according to Kuradusenge A. 2017, a senior scientist at NIRDA.
b) The Urwagwa-Butunda and Inkangaza including the long matured classic banana wine products made
without sorghum
Sub category a) is often referred to as Urwagwa or ‘Banana beer’ by processors and often category b) is
often referred at Banana wine. However, both categories are referred to as “Banana wine” by scientific
definition based on substrate and alcohol levels except Urwagwa Rwa Gihanga (<5% alcohol). This was the
context by which the product categorisation data was based during questionnaire submission.

3.5

Challenges and limitations of the study

Several limitations can be pointed out in this study but for the purpose of the intended objectives, these
did not significantly alter the findings recommendations and justifications:
1. The study was based mainly on formal data bases and cooperative lists for which we are not certain
if they are fully updated. Thus some entities may have been left out more so the numerous smaller
informal processors that don’t belong to main stream cooperatives
2. The study didn’t capture the entire value chain and left out the primary production activities.
However this was outside the broad scope of the survey and the current project focus.
3. A core challenge was the depth and size of the survey questionnaire that required on average 3
hours to accomplish. This took a toll on respondents and consultants.
4. Some of the diagnostic components where quite hard to simply for the respondent to understand
but attempts where done to minimise this.
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4

Findings

4.1

Output 1: BWVC enterprise database

From the available datasets (see methodology), a comprehensive list was amalgamated and produced.
Annex 3 comprises the database of the vast majority of formalized entities engaged actively in banana wine
production. The compilation may not be fully complete due to the numerous informal banana wine
producers in the country that are not registered at RBD or any other known entity in the country, but it
captures the vast majority of the formal and some informal banana wine enterprises in the country both
active, start-ups and dormant entities.
The database comprises 84 enterprises.

4.2

Output 2: A diagnostic report on the BWVC

All the results in this chapter are derived from primary data sources as captured and recorded by the
interviewer using the prescribed questionnaire.
4.2.1

Legal status

The organizations and entities that where analysed had different legal registrations as cooperatives,
Limited companies and informal operating entities linked to or registered to cooperatives. The following
graph (Fig.1) illustrates the legal status of the sample representative firm’s from the different regions of
the country.
Figure 1: Firm legal status by region

Firm legal status by region
Percentage of firms

120
100
80
60
40

Not registered

20

Registered

0
Eastern Northern Southern Western Kigali city Pooled
sample

Province in Rwanda
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Results in Fig.2 below indicated that in 2014 Agashinguracumu (F17) Ltd and Cetraf Ltd (F18) led in terms
of employee numbers with the former having 240 employees and the latter 58 employees. Others with a
significant number of employees were Inozamisango Ltd (F9) with 50 workers and Umviriza Ltd with 45
(F12) employees. In 2015, Agashinguracumu (F17) Ltd restructured its staff down to 217 from 240 in the
previous year while the other firms continued to hire more employees. For example, Cetraf Ltd (F18)
increased the numbers from 58 to 80 employees and Inozamisango Ltd (F9) increased from 50 to 67
employees. In 2016, Agashinguracumu (F17) Ltd continued to retrench its staff down to 220 workers which
saw Cetraf Ltd(F18) overtaking it as the biggest employer with 350 workers. On the other hand the smaller
firms by size of workforce such as Inozamisango Ltd (F9) and Umviriza Ltd also grew in numbers in the same
year. Overall, the majority of the firms registered increased numbers of employees over successive years.
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Figure 2: Firm cumulative employment record

Firm cummulative employment record for 2014-2016
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4.2.2

Education levels

Many of the firm’s employees are casual workers with little or no formal training with only 21% having got
training at a technical school (Fig. 3). Many of the trained ones are technicians from technical schools and
only 3% have a university degree in engineering or food technology or Admin/management.
Figure 3: Firms employees by education category

Firm employment by education category
300
242

250

Engineers
Technicians

200

Workers
Quality

150

RDP
100

Sales-marketing

55
50
0

9 4 0 2 2 1

12

26
0

0

University

Administration
1 3 6 5 0

Tech. Sch.

0 0

0 0 1 4 0

Other

Other

*Other= No formal education
Figure 4: Casual workers employment by education level

Casual Workers by education category
21%
Technical School
79%
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4.2.3

Continuity and regularity of training programs for personnel

Table 3 indicated that 88% of the firms had training programs for their employees with a frequency of once
a year (38%) and twice a year (29%). High cost of training and lack of information about such programs
were cited as the main reasons for non-attendance by 50% and 25% of the firms respectively.
Table 3: Existence of training programs and their regularity
Parameter
% of firms with training programs

Percentage
88%

Frequency of Training Programs
1 time in over 2 years

14%

1 time in a Year

38%

2 times in a Year

29%

4 times in a Year

19%

Reasons for non-attendance of Training Programs
High Costs

50%

Lack of Information

25%

Not necessary

25%
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The main training programs were about hygiene and food safety (31%), GMP (29%) and banana wine
production processes (22%). Others were work safety, banana wine value chain and entrepreneurship (Fig
5).
Figure 5: Types of training programs

Type of training programme

2%

2%

14%

GMP

29%

Hygiene and Food Safety
Banana Wine Production Process

22%

Banana Wine Value Chain
31%

Entrepreneurship
Safty at work

4.2.4

Firm organizational organogram

Most of the fairly big companies are organized registered as cooperative with a typical company
organization structure headed by a Managing director, chairman or president. The small firms have a very
simple organogram headed by the owner/director who carries out most of the company’s core activities
supported by family and a number of casual workers. The two typical organograms encountered include
the following
Figure 6: Typical fairly large BWVC cooperative or firm’s organogram

Members committee

President/Vice President

General Manager/
Managing director

Sales/Marketing
Manager
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Accountant/Admin
Manager

Cashiers/Accounts
Admin assistant

Production/factor
y Manager/HRM

Production
Supervisor
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Quality
Controller

Figure 7: A Typical small firm organogram in the BWVC
MD/chairman/
Owner

Production
supervisor
Production
Asisstants
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4.2.5

Productivity and economic standing of the sampled firms

Figure 8: Investment and Annual turnover in of enterprises 2013-16(RWF ‘000)

Annual turn over

Annual investments

3,000
2,500

RWF'000

2,000
1,500
1,000
500
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

YEAR

The figure above indicates a vibrant and growing industry with annual turnover growing at an average of
23% per annum reaching RWF2.469Billion in 2016 for the sampled 24 enterprises; almost triple that of the
national GDP economic growth figures. Investments in the sector have also grown with an average
investment of almost RWF500 million invested annually by the 24 enterprises over the last 4 years growing
at 7% every year.
4.2.6

Categories of Investments 2013-2016

Most of the firms invested equally in equipment as in buildings. Investment in buildings was slightly more
than half of the total investment (51%) followed by equipment investments at 46%.
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Figure 9: Distribution of firm’s investment by category 2013-2016

Percentage share of firm investment in last three years
Percentage share of investment

60%
51%
50%

46%

40%
30%
20%
10%

3%

0%
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Transport

0%
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4.2.7

Existing installations: Power installations, buildings and compound areas

Almost half of the entities installed and operate on single phase (46%) and the other half use 3 phase (46%)
power with only a minority 8% using two phase power.
Figure 10: Type of power installed

Type of firm installed power(Kw)

46%

46%

Single Phase
Two Phase

8%

Three Phase

An assessment of the land use at the facilities indicated that just 10% of the enterprise land is currently
covered by factory buildings and 90% is the free compound invariably used for parking, receiving or as
factory owned banana or sorghum farm at some of the facilities.
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Figure 11: Facility Area coverage of firm installations; Buildings and compound/field

Area coverage of the firm installations (m2)
300,000

Area(Square metres)

250,000

244,367

240,002

200,000
150,000

Field/Compound Area)
Building Area

100,000
50,000

26,669

21,119

Total Area (m²)

Total Area Owned

Area partition

Figure 12: Ownership of production buildings and facilities

Building area owned or Not owned

21%
Owned

79%

Not owned

The figure above indicates that 79% of the enterprises own their production facilities with only 21% renting
or leasing the production sites.
4.2.8

Raw materials usage figures

The key raw materials used by firms is bananas or banana juice (those with outsourced banana juice
production), sorghum, honey, sugar, water and pineapples. All firms sampled have a combined use of 4,914
metric tons of bananas, 565,600 litres of banana juice, 1,364 metric tons of sugar and 4.8 metric tons of
pineapples per annum. This is an indication that the banana wine industry supports a huge quantity of the
local primary banana production and other crops such as pineapple production and sorghum market. Fig.
10 supports this assertion further indicating that the local market (local farmers) supplies 58% of the
pineapples, 28% of the sugar and 4% of the sorghum. A few quantities of these inputs are imported from
neighbouring countries.
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Table 4: Quantity of raw materials used by firms annually
Raw material

Total Quantity

Bananas(MT)

4,914,240

Banana Juice(Litres)

565,600

Sorghum(MT)

595,361

Honey(MT)

3,900

Yeast(kg)

1,210

Water(Litres)

6,240,000

Sugar(kg)

1,364,732

Grass (MT)

3,264

Pineapples(MT)

4,800

Preservatives(MT)
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Figure 13: Main sources of raw materials for banana wine production in Rwanda
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The vast majority of raw materials used at the processing factories are sourced from the local markets.
Bananas, Sorghum which forms the bulk of the materials is sourced from own farms, local markets and
farmer cooperatives. Yeast and sugar are the only inputs sourced from urban stores. Bottles are procured
from recycling sources of beer brands and used wine bottles, from plastic bottle manufacturers and crowns
are imported from Tanzania.

4.2.9 Main banana wine product categories made by the firm
The main banana wine products categories as classified traditionally by local processors produced by
sampled firms are shown in Table 4:
•
•

•

Urwagwa Rusanze (traditional local banana beer) is produced by 75% of all sampled enterprises
and constitutes 83% of all product output by volume annually and 86% by value.
Butunda and Inkangaza (traditional local banana wine) which include the long matured classic
banana wine made with yeast but without sorghum-classic banana wine. These products are
produced by 33% of all sampled enterprises constituting 16% of annual volume turnover share and
14% of the output value.
Banana juice comprise less than 1% of the output by value and is produced by 20% of the firms
sampled.

The Butunda and Inkangaza banana wines fetched the highest price of RWF 600 per litre followed by
Urgwagwa Rusanze at an average price of RWF500 per litre.
Table 5: Main banana product and annual turnover
Main Products produced by firms
Yearly Output

Butunda
Inkangaza
UrwagwaRusanze
Banana Juice
Total

and

(Litres)

Percentage
share (%)

1,709,434

16.26

8,776,408
29,846
10,515,688

Average
Price

Annual Turnover
(RWF)

Percentage
share

500

854,717,000

13.9%

83.46

600

5,265,844,800

85.9%

0.28

300

8,953,800

0.1%

6,129,515,600

100.0%

100.00

(RWF/Litre)

4.2.10 Process description, quality control, certifications and standards
Process description technology and equipment used
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Banana wine in Rwanda is traditionally made from over 29 varieties of bananas including but not limited
to Intuntu, Inkamba, Kayinja-Pisang bawak, Poyo and Fhia. Other traditional equipment used include
wooden troughs made from umuvure tree, 20 litre Jerrycans, roasted Sorghum grit, and Ishinge or VetivarGrass. The ripe bananas are peeled and then squeezed with the grass until the juice oozes out, water is
added and the juice is squeezed out of the march into the jerrycans. Roasted sorghum grit is then added
into the jerrycans. The mixture is then incubated in a warm (hole warmed up by burning grass or leaves)
hole covered with grass for about 3 days. The jerrycans retrieved and the banana wine/Urwagwa is ready
to serve.
The traditional banana wine process as described above has been passed down over generations, however
applied technology and modern equipment has now been infused into the process to ensure quality and
legal acceptability. Facilities like that at GABI are fully automated. Fig 11 below illustrates the detailed
process flow and commonly used technology and equipment’s currently in Rwanda.
Figure 14: Typical process flow and commonly used technologies and equipment in the BWVC in Rwanda
Process stage description

Applied technology and equipment in
Rwanda

1

Receiving/weighing

Bulk
weighing
equipment

2

Ripening

Done mostly in enclosed rooms with
smoke/fire
inlets
to
elevate
temperatures. The bananas are also
often covered with blankets or grass.
Automated Temp controlled ripening
room with ripening gas are n/a in
Rwanda BWVC facilities.

scales/measuring

Traditional Pit with leaves cover are also
still used in a few sites.
3

Peeling

May be automated or
Mostly Manual process currently

4

Peeled banana transfer

Automated/belt /manual mostly

Crushing/juicing

-Banana Juice extractor Machine
available in Rwanda and used at a fair
number of sites.
-Manual Traditional wooden troughs still
in use
-Traditional by hand in built/tiled troughs
still widely used.
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-Both enzyme assisted processes and
physical grass assisted methods are used
In Rwanda
5

Juice Quality control (Refractometer, etc)

6

Enzyme application/holding tanks

Tanks to hold juice or Banana pulp
(sometimes For enzyme treatment)

7

Filtration

Pneumatic/filtration pumps/centrifuge
filters used or
Manual filters/sieves/Cheese cloth

8

Pasturisation1

In line pasteuriser (Not common)
Double or single jacked bulk pans and
modified wood stoves (commonly used)

Traditional open fireplace with bulk pans
(Used at some sites)
9

Liquid transfer

Volume transfer pumps
Manual Transfer (Buckets)

10

Cooling

Holding plastic/steel tanks

11

Fermentation

Fermentation steel or plastic tanks
(commonly used). Roast grit sorghum,
honey and/or yeast and/or sugar is
added at this stage.

12

Bottle washing

Bottle washing equipment (In use at one
site). This is done
Manually at most sites. bottle/jerrycan
washing

13
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Filling/bottling

Most filling is done manually at the
different facilities using modified multi
outlet tanks. Gabi has an auto
Filling/bottling
line.
In-bottle
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pasteurisation is done at some sites to
stop fermentation process.
14

Capping

Manual factory made and fabricated
capping machines are used at most sites

In bottle pasteurisation done at a few facilities
15

Labelling and bar coding

Automated labelling is only at one facility
with the rest of sites done manually

16

Date cording

No date coding at most sites. Only 1 site
has Automated date corder(GABI)

17

Catorning , Crating, Bagging before dispatch

Manually done at all sites

Figure 15: Percentage (%) possession of critical processing equipment by the sampled firms

Percentage of required equipment owned by firms
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Figure 16: Percentage (%) possession of particular processing equipment by the sampled firms
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The two figures illustrates that there are only two companies that have all the critical equipment required
for banana wine production (Gabi and BIKA) with the rest still lacking a range of critical equipment. Fig 16
indicates that over 50% of the firms have the basic equipment required for banana wine processing, but
the nature of equipment and technology used varies widely. For example, the figure illustrates that 68% of
the firms have ripening rooms and only 29% have mechanical pneumatic or similar filtration equipment
crucial for product quality.
4.2.11 Quality control standards and certifications-qualifications
Product standards were found to be followed by 100% of the sampled firms. Local legislation standards
were the most complied with where 79% of the firms confirmed following. Standards set by clients were
followed by 71% of the firms and company standards were followed by 63% of the sampled firms (fig 17).
It should be noted that these standards where noted documented and available to confirm if they are
indeed followed.
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Figure 17: Product standards and compliance
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Only 21% of the sampled firms had a quality control department of which 46% of the quality control was
done by an external organization (Fig 18).
Figure 18: Quality control among banana wine firms
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Fig. 19 shows that 58% of the firms “basically” satisfied quality specifications while 29% partially satisfied
the specifications and only 13% reported to be fully satisfying the QC specifications. Majority of firms (92%)
reported no rejection of products due to quality control issues.
Figure 19: Product rejection and quality control satisfaction
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Figure 20: Type of certification for banana wine firms
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*RCA-Rwanda cooperative Alliance certificate (considered by some entities as certification)
Fig 20 indicates that the vast majority of enterprises in the BWVC only have product test certificates from
RSB. A small minority, just two of the sampled companies have an S mark, 21% of the entities have no
quality certification whatsoever.
4.2.12 Research and Development
Existence of an R&D Department
R & D is one of the weakest areas in the BWVC with a dearth of companies that have a semblance of this.
Only 17% of the sampled firms indicated that they have an R & D department. For those with an R and D
department, about 55% are involved in R & D only while 27% are in quality control alone while R & D and
18% are involved in both QC and R & D. The small number of firms with a research and Development
department indicates that firms are constrained in terms of new product development and timely adoption
of new technology and practices.
Figure 21: Research and Development and personnel involvement
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Fig. 22 indicated that 33% of the firms were interested in banana juice research and development as an
added related products, other companies expressed interest in R & D of banana liquor who constituted
13% and 18% in further banana wine in R & D. For pineapple wine, 13% of the producers expressed interest
in R&D.
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Figure 22: Level of interest in Research and Development
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Participation in R&D projects
Many of the firms that participated in R&D projects (4 out of 5) had product development objectives and
six of the twenty four firms had generally participated in such projects (Table 5) .
Table 6: Firms that have participated in R & D projects and their objectives
Project Type

Project Objectives

No. of Firms
(n=24)

Pineapple Beer

Product development

1

Tomatoes Juice

Product development

1

Cassava

Product development

1

Passion Fruits

Product development

1

Processing Equipment To improve production process
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4.2.13 Enterprise competitiveness systems, product technology equipment and training needs
Problems hindering competitiveness
Firms sampled had a number of factors pointed out that hinder their competitiveness in the market. In
terms of limitations of business activity, high money costs and interest rates ranked high at 96%. Complex
legislation was forwarded by 88% of the firms. In terms of limited market share, 50% of the firms blamed
established brands or other supplier’s competition for lack of sufficient market penetration. Applied
technology/equipment (96%) and lack of quality control (88%) came out on top as hindrances related to
product quality. Quality of raw materials was also noted by 63% of the firms in addition to 50% who note
raw material cost and availability as key constraints.
Figure 23: Problems hindering firm competitiveness
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Technological needs and demand for related services
Production programming process ranked highest among the administrative needs of firms with 100% of
the sampled firms indicating that it as a key need. Quality assurance systems, systems based informatics
and education and training all had 96% of the sampled firms singling them out as key needs.
In terms of technology to improve processes of quality control, 96% of the firms indicated education &
training, processes and specialized equipment as major needs while 92% of the firms singled out new
equipment and qualification needs.
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Figure 24: Administration and Quality assurance and business processes needs
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Systems, product technology equipment and training needs
Market research, new technology and education and training ranked highest (100%) among new product
needs; among existing product improvement needs, new equipment, novel technology, and informatics
were needed by 96% of the firms. Automation of the production processes (92%) and education and
specialized training (79%) came in the second and third position in terms of the firm’s needs.
Figure 25: Firm systems product technology and training need
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Improvement of Marketing Techniques
In terms of marketing techniques improvement, 35% of the firms needed improvement in the electronic
information networks through installing internet, e-marketing networks and use of electronic banking
processes. Education and specialized training was second in terms of marketing technique needs with 33%
of the firms sampled and 32% needed new commercial collaborations to expand their markets and improve
efficiency.
Figure 26: Marketing technique improvement needs
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4.2.14 Current technology sources barriers to innovation, information sources and future trends
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Current technology sources
Majority of the firms sampled sourced their current technologies from hiring or training specialized
personnel (71%), internal research & development (58%) and doing research & development in
collaboration with other institutions. Some firms access new technologies through purchase of equipment
at 25% of sampled firms.
Figure 27: Technology sources for firms
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Barriers to innovation
Majority of firms (92%) pointed out lack of information as the main barrier to coming up with innovative
solutions. Other barriers are lack of training for specialized personnel (88%), self-financing/insufficient
funds (83%), technology (75%) and lack of collaboration financing (75%).
Figure 28: Barriers to firm product innovation
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Information Sources being used
Firms currently are sourcing information on production and markets mainly from clients (92%), suppliers
(75%), trade association or business chambers (63%) and industrial/business networks/clubs (58%).
Universities and research institutions in Rwanda are accessed by 46% of the sampled firms for information
and those abroad are accessed by only 17% of all the sampled firms (Fig 28).
Figure 29: Sources of information for firms
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Sources of Innovative ideas
Firms source innovative ideas from both external and internal sources including clients, suppliers,
universities and institutions. Generally 14% of all firms were accessing innovative ideas from both internal
and external sources (Fig 16d).
Figure 30: Innovative idea sources for firms
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4.2.15 Future trends and notable sector and technological changes that will affect the BWVC
Important Enterprises/Cooperatives in the Area
The apex body of BWVC enterprises in Rwanda is APPROJUBAAR and it brings together all the primary
cooperatives in the country and was noted as important by 54% of entities. Most BWVC enterprises belong
to a primary area cooperatives which then subscribe to the apex body. Yimenyenawe, Twigire were also
noted as important cooperatives at 13% as well as RSB. Table 6 below indicates some of the notable
cooperatives and entities.
Table 7: Important Enterprises/Cooperatives in the Area
Enterprise

% of firms

GABI Ltd

4

CETRAF

4

APPROJUBAAR

54

COROVIBA

4

UNIK

4

NYIRANGARAMA

4

INDANGAMIRWA

4

YIKOLERE

8

TWIGIRE

13

RSB

13

TECHNOSERVE

4

Recent Notable changes expected in the sector
The most significant change affecting the industry was the change in packaging regulations, with a vast
majority of entities using branded beer bottles, there is a ban on the use of these branded beer bottles that
is coming into effect soon. With no clear packaging alternatives to the BWVC enterprises, this is set to
significantly affect the sector. Others revolve around certification, local legislation, and branding and
market penetration issues.
Table 8: Notable Recent/Substantial Changes in the Area
Recent/Substantial Changes in the Area
Packaging
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Certification
Legislation
Increased Application of Technology
Changes in Bottle Use
Increasing use of qualified personnel
Market penetration
PPP issue
Registration issues
Issues of Branding and packaging

Areas with expected significant technological changes
Sampled firms envisage that in management, significant changes in future will come from management
information systems (100%), and new product development (92%). Under quality, 100% of the firms
forecast main changes to occur in quality control processes 79%. Under production process, 96% of the
firms forecast that changes will occur from production technology and 83% think it is from automation of
production processes (Fig 31). 50% of the firms expected to get trainings and learning when they joined
collaborative programmes.
Figure 31: Firms’ areas of forecast for changes for selected aspects
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Areas where enterprises forecasts change
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Almost all enterprises expect significant changes in most aspects of their businesses, Changes where
expected to occur with turnover, distribution, product lines, competition, technology modernisation
among other things as illustrated in Fig 32.
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Figure 32: Firms’ forecast of level of changes
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4.2.16 Collaboration with other companies and competitive positions
Most of the firms forecast the competition to increase fairly (regular) at home with time (42%) with 33%
expecting it to increase a substantially (high) and just 25% expecting it to remain limited. A vast majority
of firms have participated in collaborative programs with other entities (67%) including universities,
consultants, equipment suppliers and development agencies and the expectations out of these
collaborations included mostly skills (50%) and production improvement and equipment at 17%.
Figure 33: Firms’ level of home & international competition
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Figure 34: Firm participation in collaborative programmes
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4.3

Output 3: Summary report with conclusions and recommendations

4.3.1

Conclusions

Table 9: Key conclusions

Diagnostic

Key findings

components

1.

Legal status

96% of sampled entities are registered

a)

Employment Numbers

The number employed in the sector has grown annually by 61% over the last
3 years employing 1089 people by close of 2016 by the sampled 24 entities,
45 people on average per enterprise.

b)

Human resource skills and
educational levels

Only 3% of all employees have a university degree (food/Business/finance).
And just 21% of the casual workers have some form of technical or higher
education training. 79% have no recognisable formal education

c)

Continuity and Regularity of
training programs

Over 88% of sampled firms have had training programs with 38% once a year
and 29% twice a year. The high cost of trainings is cited as one of the reasons
for non-training by 50% of firms. The core training considered essential are
Food Hygiene and food safety (31%), GMP (29%) and banana wine production
processes (22%)

d)

Firms
Organisation
organograms

Most entities in the BWVC are small family owned units with MD/Chairman
doing most of the work from production supervision to sales and marketing.
There is also a strong cooperative arrangement. There are however a few
mainly cooperative large entities too like GABI and CENTRAF Ltd that have a
fairly complex organisation structure

3

Productivity and economic data

a)

Investments and annual
Turnover of sampled firms

Investments in the sector over the last 3 years have been growing at 7% per
annum averaging around Mil 500RWF, this is a fair amount for such an agro
industry.
The BWVC is a fast growing industry indeed with turnover per annum growing
at 23% pa reaching RWF2.469Billion at the end of 2016.

b)

Categories of investments

The industry has been investing largely in Buildings and equipment with each
almost at 50% of the amounts invested

c)

Power installations, building
and compound areas

Most entities-46% have 3 phase power with an equal number with Single
phase power
79% of the land where firms are situated is owned by the entity with only 21
leased or rented
Only 10% of the land is covered by buildings and the rest is either compound
or farm/plantation
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Diagnostic

Key findings

components

d)

Raw materials usage

The key Raw material is banana with over 4,914 metric tons of bananas and
565,600itres of bananas juice used in 2016. The industry also used 1.364
Metric tons of sugar and 595 metric tons of sorghum in 2016. Honey and yeast
are also a key ingredient.

e)

Main
banana
wine
categories produced by
firms

Urwagwa Rusanze (traditional banana beer categorised as wine scientifically)
is produced by 75% of all enterprises and constitutes 83% of output by volume
and 86% by value.
Butunda and Inkangaza –Classic banana wine with yeast but no sorghum is
produced by 33% of entities sampled and constitutes 16% of annual volumes
and 14% of turnover.
Butunda and Inkangaza fetch the highest prices at an average price of
RWF600 per litre with Urwagwa fetching RWF500 per litre.

4.

Process description, quality control, certification and standards

a)

Process technology
equipment used

and

About 50% of entities have some basic required equipment to produce a
quality product and the other half still relies on traditional methods of
production. The range of equipment used and available vary widely, e.g 68%
have ripening rooms but only 29% have pneumatic filters required to produce
a quality product. Refer to fig 11 for details of the process flow.

b)

Quality control standards
and certifications

All firms claimed to follow product standards although no written evidence of
this was adduced. 79% of firms followed local legislation evidenced by the
tiling of most of the facilities, client standards was claimed to be followed by
71% while with very little evidence 63% followed some form of company
standards.

b)

Existence of quality control
department and external
organisation involvement

Only 21% had a quality control department and 46% had some kind of external
quality control activity by mainly RSB.

c)

Consumer
Product
acceptance
and
QC
specifications satisfaction

Only 13% of firms reported to be fully satisfying quality control specifications.
On a brighter note, 92% of all firms reported no product rejection by
consumers due to quality issues. Implying that the consumers are happy with
the majority of products

d)

Type
of
certification
(qualification) at the banana
firms.

The majority of firms-63% in the BWVC only have a product test certificate
from RSB, only a small minority 2%-just two firm had an S-Mark (Indakamwe
and Trebuco Ltd). 21% of the entities didn’t have any quality certification
document.

5.

Research and development

a)

Existence of R and D
department
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Diagnostic

Key findings

components

b)

Firms interest in R and D
and participation in R and D
projects

Most companies expressed interest in R and D on new products related to
banana wine. The product of most interest was Banana Juice production
(33%) and 13% expressing interest in either Pineapple wine, Ginger wine or
banana liquor.
About 6 firms have undertaken projects to develop new products while 2 have
endeavoured to improve existing products.

6.

Enterprise competitiveness, systems , product technology equipment and training needs

a)

Problems
hindering
competitiveness

High money costs and interest rates were ranked the highest inhibitor for
competitiveness at 96%,
Complex legislations followed at 88%.
Only half of the firms blamed other suppliers and brands for lack of sufficient
market penetration.
Applied technology and equipment was ranked by 96% as hindering
competitiveness
Lack of quality control systems was ranked by 88% as a key hindrance
Quality of raw materials more so by entities that use readymade banana juice
made by cooperative members was ranked as a problem by 63% of
respondents.
50% noted the cost and availability of raw materials as a key constraint
Quality Packaging availability(bottles) was also seen as a key hindrance
together with poor quality branding and labelling

b)

Tech needs and demand for
related services

Most entities have a big tech gaps in admin management quality control,
inventory management etc. Almost 100% of firm need support for most tech
driven systems from production, quality control, informatics, training
equipment and certifications to mention just a few. Very few entities had even
a single computer on site.

c)

Systems,
product
technology equipment and
training needs

100% of firms indicated a need for New production technology, equipment
market research, training, automation and informatics with just a mere 25%
having a need for improved raw materials

d)

Improvement of marketing
techniques

About 35% of firms needed improvement in e marketing through e marketing
networks and also e banking process with a need for internet connectivity.
33% needed the specialised marketing techniques and 32% in need of
commercial collaborations for market expansion and efficiencies.

7

Current tech sources, barriers to innovation, Information and future trends

a)

Current technology sources
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Diagnostic

Key findings

components

b)

Barriers to innovation

Most firms identified the lack of information-92% as a key barrier to
innovation. 88% cited lack of training for specialised personnel while 83%
cited lack of funds and 75% a lack of collaboration funding.

c)

sources of
being used

information

92% of firm’s source information about products and markets from clients,
75% from suppliers, 63 form trade associations and cooperatives. Universities
and research institutions are accessed by only 46% of firms.

d)

Sources of Innovative ideas

Firms source innovative ideas from external and internal sources; clients,
suppliers, universities and other institutions.

8.

Future trends entities in the BWVC, sector changes, competitive positions and forecasts

a)

Important
enterprises/cooperatives in
the BWVC

The apex cooperative in the sector is called APPROJUBBAR, it brings together
all the primary cooperative sin the sector and was cited by 54% of firms.
Others of note include TWIGIRE and YIKOLERE. GABI and CENTRAF were also
entities of note. Non players but important entities include RSB and
Technoserve.

b)

Recent Notable changes in
the sector

The change in packaging regulations is set to affect the industry. Specifically
the ban on the use of recycled mainstream branded beer bottles. These
bottles are used by a large part of the BWVC firms
Increased enforcement of certifications, local legislations, urbanisation and
branding issues are also set to affect the sector.
Diseases affecting the bananas may also affect the sector

c)

Areas
with
expected
significant
technological
changes and forecasts

All firms seem to expect change almost across all there operational areas.
From management systems, new products, quality control processes ,
turnover, production processes among other things

d)

Competitive positions and
collaborations

33% of the firms expect competitions to become high in the future at home
and 42% expect medium growth in competition. Most expect very limited
competition abroad.
67% of entities have collaborated and expected product improvement or new
skills during these collaborations
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4.3.2

Recommendations

After a thorough analysis as presented above across all parameters important to the program and the country. The BWVC is firmly recommended as one of
the key sectors that can drive especially rural industrialisation in the Rwanda but also improve exports and reduce imports, a focused intervention as
elaborated in the report and further highlighted here is truly recommended. The sector attracts over RWF500million annually in private investments, is
growing by 23% by turnover annually, has 79% of all entities owning their land on which firms are located, uses almost 5000 metric tons of bananas sourced
locally. These among others are core justifications that makes the BWVC a valuable candidate sector for NIRDA to intervene with technological support to
improve exports and reduce imports. As clearly mentioned in the project objectives, the value chain must have the potential to
•
•
•

Upgrading (actions to help Rwanda enterprises move to a higher value added component of a value chain);
Extending (actions to broaden an existing value chain to increase its full potential job creation and value added impact);
Optimising (actions to improve operation of certain links of the value chain to achieve greater value added);

The evidence and the figures adduced from this diagnostic activity and detailed in Table 8 clearly make the BWVC a target sector for technological support.
Some core conclusions and recommendations for NIRDA’s intervention include the following;
Table 10: Recommendations for NIRDA
Key recommendation

Justification

Agency

Recommendation 1: NIRDA should develop effective
knowledge management systems to share with BWVC
enterprises information about new technologies,
market developments, standards and regulations, and
skills availability.

The vast majority of firms identified the lack of information-92% as a key barrier NIRDA
to innovation with less than half having any contact with universities or research
institutions. Thus Unlocking the information gap should drive innovation and
industry growth

Recommendation 2: NIRDA should pilot the use of All firms indicated a need for the introduction of new production technology, NIRDA
machinery/technology to improve the productivity equipment, consultancy support and training. Demonstration pilot projects can
and competitiveness of BWVC production enterprises be used to demonstrate successful investments to a large number of other
enterprises.
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Key recommendation

Justification

Agency

Recommendation 3: NIRDA should seek to identify The impending ban on the use of branded beer bottles is set to hit the industry MINICOM RBD
solutions to the packaging problems facing this (and hard. Thus NIRDA needs to research ways that the packaging issues can be NIRDA
other) sectors.
resolved in a cost effective manner.

Table 11: Recommendations for other agencies
Proposed Other agency actions

Justification

Agency

Recommendation 4: Undertake a training needs analysis of the
BWVC processing sector and design short specialised training
programmes to address identified skills deficiencies in both
management and staff.

Only 3% of all employees have a university degree RSB
(food/Business/finance). And just 21% of the casual workers have
some form of technical or higher education training and a massive
79% have no recognisable formal education. This make specialised
training programs for the BWVC essential for the development of
the industry.

Recommendation 5: The standards and specifications covering all
aspects of banana wine production (including raw materials,
processing, packaging, etc.) should be finalised and published as a
matter of priority

Only 13% of firms reported to be fully satisfying quality control RSB
specifications with the vast majority not aware or without any
knowledge of product standards and specifications sorely relying
on clients preferences.

Recommendation 6: Training and awareness raising should be The majority of firms-63% in the BWVC only have a product test RSB
undertaken to encourage BWVC enterprises to obtain formal certificate from RSB, only a small minority 2%-just two firm had an
product certification
S-Mark (Indakamwe and Trebuco Ltd). For the industry to grow and
have its products in mainstream supermarkets and also for the
export markets, product certification is key.
Recommendation 7: Access to investment finance for enterprises High costs of funds and high level interest rates were ranked the BDF
in the BWVC should be supported so as to allow upgrading of highest inhibitor for competitiveness. Thus addressing this issue
technology.
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Proposed Other agency actions

Justification

Agency

proactively would further help to improve the BWVC and make it
more competitive and robust.
Recommendation 8: Practical support should be provided to BWVC All surveyed enterprises had very poor branding and labelling with RDB
enterprises to improve their branding and labelling to meet almost none possessing a valid barcode. For a product to be
international standards.
competitive and trade well in both local and international markets,
branding is everything. Thus an intervention in this areas greatly
help to improve the competitiveness of the value chain.
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Annex 1: Tech survey interview guide/questionnaire
TECHNOLOGY AUDITING
Interview Guide
General Information

Company/Cooperative Name:
Legal Status:

Sector/Subsector:

Address:
Tel.:

e-mail :
Name of Company/Cooperative Representative:

Position:
Date:

HUMAN RESOURCES
2014

2015

Total Number of Employees

Analysis of human resources
DEPARTMENT
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Qualification(s)

2016
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University

Technical School

Other

Permanent Staff
Production
Engineers
Technicians
Workers
Quality
Research – Development Planning
Sales - Marketing
Administration
Others
Casual Workers

Are continuous training programs offered to the personnel?

Yes: ⃝

Please Specify

If YES (frequency, number and categories of the employees participating in internal or
external training programs, etc. )
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If NO explain the reasons (high expenses, insignificant needs for additional training, etc.)
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………

Please sketch/draw the Company Structure (ORGANIGRAM)
PRODUCTIVITY AND ECONOMIC DATA
Annual Turnover
Year

2013

2014

2015

2016

2015

2016

Turnover (RWF)

Investments
Year

2013

2014

Amount (RWF)

General categories of investments realized the last 3 years
Category

% of Total Investment Cost

Buildings
Equipment
Others (*)

(*) Specify …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Existing Installations
Owned
Yes
Field/Compound Area (m2)
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Building Area (m2)
Installed Power (kw)

Raw Materials
Category

Quantity/Year

Source

1
2
3
Etc.

Products
Main Products

Quantity/Year

% of Turnover

Destination
(Local/Export
Market)

1
2
3
Etc.
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
STAGE

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Flow Sheet
(Diagram / Graphic Representation of the Production Process)
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QUALITY CONTROL

YES

NO

Existence of Quality Control Department

The applied quality control techniques satisfy:
•

totally the product specifications

•

the basic specifications

•

partially the product specifications

Is quality control of the products carried out by external organizations?

Are products returned because of quality control problems ?:
•

OFTEN

•

RARELY

•

NEVER

QUALIFICATION

Qualification Certificates related to the enterprise/company/firm, e.g. ISO 9000
⃝ YES
Type of Certificate
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Qualification Organization
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⃝ Qualification process in progress
Type of Certificate

Estimated Date of Certificate

Qualification Organization

⃝ NO
STANDARDS
Specify the type of standards you follow for your products

Exist

Followed

Legislation
Clients
Company
International

Remarks:

ESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Existence of an R&D Department:
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Personnel involved only with R&D activities

.....

Personnel involved only with Quality Control activities

.....

Personnel involved with R&D and Quality Control activities as well

…..

Areas of the R&D interest
Degree of Interest
Large

Medium

Negligible

Specify (
Specify
Specify
Specify
Specify
Specify

Participation in R&D financed projects
Project type

Project objectives

Budget

Specify the reasons, why your company has not participated yet in related projects
•
•
•
•
•

There is no interest
Lack of information concerning R&D programs, i.e., call of proposals, etc.
Insufficient technical assistance for the proposals
Weakness in finding capable partners to organize a viable cooperation
Other (specify):

PROBLEMS
Describe the main problems, which hinder the competitiveness of your enterprise
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YES

NO

YES

NO

High product cost
related to:
•

raw materials cost

•

labour cost

•

patents and royalties cost

•

utilities, maintenance, operating supplies, etc.

Other (specify):

Product quality
related to:
•

weakness in standardization

•

lack of quality control

•

the quality of raw materials

•

the applied technology

Other (specify):
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YES

NO

YES

NO

Limited market share
related to:
•

insufficient marketing

•

the weakness of the distribution network of the products

•

insufficient knowledge of the market

•

established brand names and market shares

Other (specify):

Limitation of business activities
related to:
•

obscurity or the complication of legislation

•

ineffectiveness of investments laws

•

insufficiency of banking organizations

•

instability of financial environment

•

high money cost

Other (specify):
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TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS
AND DEMAND OF RELATED SERVICES

Technological Targets of the Company

TARGET

YES

NO

REMARKS

NO

REMARKS

Improvement in the Administration
Novel administration systems:
•

Systems based on informatics

•

Quality assurance systems

•

Production programming processes

•

Other

Education / training / specialization
Existing Problems/ Proposed solutions (financial resources):

TARGET
Improvement of the processes of quality
control
•

New Equipment

•

Specialized personnel

•

Processes

•

Qualification

•

Other
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TARGET
•

YES

NO

REMARKS

NO

REMARKS

NO

REMARKS

education/ training

Existing Problems/ Proposed solutions (financial resources):

TARGET

YES

Improvement of products
Increase in productivity
•

New equipment

•

Novel technology

•

Raw Materials

•

Novel production Processes
ü

automation

ü

informatics

ü

other

Education / Training / Specialization
Existing Problems/ Proposed solutions (financial resources):

TARGET

YES

New Products
•

Market research

•

New technology

•

other

•

education/ training/ specialization

Existing Problems/ Proposed solutions (financial resources):
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TARGET

YES

NO

REMARKS

TARGET

YES

NO

REMARKS

NO

EXPLANATION

Improvement of Marketing Techniques
•

Novel Marketing Techniques
-

Exploitation of electronic
information networks

-

Other

•

New
types
collaborations

•

education/ training/ specialization

of

commercial

Existing Problems/ Proposed solutions (financial resources)

Specify Sources of the Technology Currently Being Used
NATURE OF TECHNOLOGY
Internal R&D
Training / Hiring of Specialized Personnel
R&D in collaboration with other Institutions
R&D contracted to external Organizations
Purchase of know-how
New equipment purchase
Other
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Remarks

Barriers to the Development of innovative Solutions

TYPE OF BARRIER

YES

NO

EXPLANATION

Information
Lack of training for specialized personnel
Financing:
-

self-financing

-

collaborations

-

subsidies

Technology
Other

Specify the information sources you use
SOURCE
Clients
Exhibitions
Commercial
Trade Associations/Business Chambers
Universities/Research Institutions in Rwanda
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Universities/Research Institutions Abroad
External Experts
Industrial or Business Networks (Clubs)
Suppliers
Printed Matter - Magazines
Technology Centers
Other Enterprises
Other (specify)

Innovative products which company has promoted to the market the last 3 years

Number:
Description:

Degree of Innovation of the product(s)
High
New product on the local market
New product on the international market
Improvement / modification of existing
product
New product related to existing products
New product not related to existing products
New product with additional technical
services / support

Sources of innovative ideas
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Low

No Innovation
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SOURCE

YES

NO

Internal
•

R&D Department

•

Production

•

Administration

•

Marketing, sales

•

Other

External
•

Clients

•

Competitors

•

Suppliers

•

Universities

•

Consultants

•

Other

COLLABORATION WITH OTHER COMPANIES AND COMPETITIVE POSITION

Have you participated in any collaboration programs?
What were your expectations?.....................

What were the benefits derived?.................

Did you encounter any problems? (Specify)……………………………...
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Characterize the type of the competition you face
High

Regular

Limited

At Home
Abroad

FUTURE TRENDS

In your opinion, which are the most important enterprises/cooperatives operating in your sector
1. ……………………………………………..
2. ……………………………………………..
3. ……………………………………………..
4..................................................
5..................................................

What are the recent substantial changes in your sector?
(Proprietary status, Organization structure, applied technology, production, products, penetration into new markets, Legislation
etc.)
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................................

In which areas of your business/sector do you believe significant technological changes will occur?

AREA
Process
•

automation

•

production control

•

the particular method
used in production (the
machines, equipment
and devices)

Quality of the products
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•

quality
processes

•

Raw materials

•

processes

control

Management
•

management
information systems

•

development of new
products

FORECASTS FOR THE FOLLOWING AREAS

AREA
Competition
Evolution of the company
Technological
modernization
Annual turnover
Added value
Products distribution
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Annex 2 : Detailed tasks and deliverables of the consultancy
assignment
Main duties

Concrete/measurable results to Expected
be achieved
duration

Location

Phase 1
5 Identify
SMEs/Companies/Cooperatives
producing Database of all enterprises 3
banana wine in Rwanda as well as their location.
producing banana wine in
Rwanda

Kigali

6 Administer Questionnaire in Annex I designed to collect Diagnosis Report on banana 15
data and information, including (a) technological capacity, wine making
(b) production methods, and (c) needs of
SMEs/Companies/Cooperatives operating in the banana
wine value chain.

Kigali
and
other
locations in
Rwanda

7 Analyse and synthesize the data and information Summary report containing an 5
collected.
analysis of the collected data
and drawing conclusions (with
full justification) as to whether
the sector is one in which
NIRDA should intervene with
technological support aimed at
improving
exports/reducing
imports

Kigali

8 Make recommendations to the Project Steering Presentation
to
Committee as to whether Phase 2 should be entered into Steering Committee
on the basis of research under steps 1 – 3.

Kigali

Project 1

Phase 2 (Note: Phase 2 can only be commenced following the approval of the Project Steering Committee to progress)
9 Define clear “Guidelines for an Open Call for Project
Proposals” for projects to be submitted by proposers
(either a NIRDA-led consortium or a private-sector led
consortium). The Guidelines should recommend eligible
activities (including investments in capital equipment)2,
maximum and minimum expenditure, recommended

“Guidelines for an Open Call for 10
Project Proposals” for projects
in the Banana wine value chain
with a covering report justifying
all recommendations

Home-base

This should include, but not be limited to, production processes, taking into account best practices, of creating banana wine
including banana fruit harvesting, crushing, fermentation, aging, blending and bottling/packaging in line with
national/international health and safety standards.
2
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percentage of grant support, eligible and selection
criteria, key performance indicators to be defined by
applicants (in line with NIRDA’s monitoring system). A
standard format for the Guidelines will be provided to the
senior adviser on commencement of the project.

10 Produce awareness raising/informational material (draft
brochures, PowerPoint presentations, etc.) aimed at
raising the interest of Rwanda enterprises in applying for
support from NIRDA with the introduction of relevant cost
effective technologies and processes to support
upgrading or modernization of the banana wine value
chain in Rwanda. This should include a report on available
banana wine making technologies relevant to the
Rwandan context

Awareness raising material 10
including a report on available
banana
wine
making
technologies relevant to the
Rwandan context

11 Hold two awareness raising workshops with actual and Two workshops held
potential banana wine producers in appropriate locations
in Rwanda

5

Home-base

Kigali
and
another
location in
Rwanda

12 Assess the total amount of funds that should be allocated Budget
justifying
overall 0
from the NIRDA-KOICA-UNIDO project to co-finance the allocation of funding for first
first open call
open call

Included
above

13 Providing expert advice to the NIRDA selection committee Advisory report to Selection 1
on applications for NIRDA support from the banana wine Committee
value chain.

Home-base
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Annex 3: Banana wine value chain enterprises in Rwanda
Table 12: Database of BWVC in Rwanda

SN

Industry Name

Contact Person

Telephone
number/e-mail

District

Product

1.

CFRDTA

Prof.
MUNYANGANIZI
BIKORO

0788305481

GASABO

Local
beer/wine

2.

BN PRODUCERS

Diane

0788357434
| GASABO
bampscool@yahoo
.fr

Banana wine

3.

Bio-Hap/
COATTRACOPROBIO

Ndayisenga
Juvenal

0788530236/0788
507986

KICUKIRO

Banana wine

4.

AGASHINGURACU UWAYIRINGIRA
MU COMPANY Ltd Regine/MUTABAR
UKA Diogene

0788505196

RWAMAGANA

Local
beer/wine

5

INOZAMUSANGO
LTD

NSABIMANA
Gerard

0788841628/0788
430626

KICUKIRO

Local
beer/wine

6.

Indakemwa

MUKANKWAYA
BERNADETTE

0788532355/0785
474905

KICUKIRO

Local
beer/wine

7.

BIKA

250 252 562 545

MUHANGA

Banana
Products

8.

RUPROTRACO

0788897214/0788
572455

MUSANZE

Local
beer/wine

9.

Ets URWIBUTSO HAKIZIMANA
(Nyirangarama)
Theophile

0788306969
| RULINDO
theohakiza114@g
mail.com

Local
beer/wine

10.

CETRAF

0788854098

MUSANZE

Banana wine

11.

Rwanda Banana Plant Manager
Wine Ltd –SOVU

HUYE

Local
beer/wine
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SN

Industry Name

Contact Person

Telephone
number/e-mail

District

Product

12.

GABI

Celestin

0788582592/casto
mercaregabiltd@g
mail.com

Gisagara

Banana wine

13.

SHIRICYAKA

HABUMUREMYI
Léonard

0788629681

RWAMAGANA

Banana wine

14.

IMPAKANIZI Ltd

MUGANWA
Alexandre

0788541341

GASABO

Banana wine

15.

UMVIRIZA Ltd

NDIKUBWIMANA
Innocent

0788769162

RWAMAGANA

Banana wine

16.

BATAM Ltd

BATAMULIZA
Claudine

0788359082

KIGALI

Banana wine

17.

BEER ITUZE Ltd

NDAGIJIMANA
Emmanuel

0788272881

RWAMAGANA

Banana wine

18.

INYUNGANIRABA
GABO Ltd

NTIRENGANYA
Vincent

0783422572

GAKENKE

Banana wine

19.

B.V.T Ltd

MUSONERA
François

0788748103

GASABO

Banana wine

20.

INSANGANIZABA
GABO Ltd

BIGIRIMANA
Innocent

0784976237

RWAMAGANA

Banana wine

21.

INYEMEZABUNZI
Ltd

RUSATIRA Cassien

0728529689

RWAMAGANA

Banana wine

22.

IZIMANO Ltd

KAGINA Boniface

0783584167

RULINDO

Banana wine

23.

ENTREPRISE
UBUSINGI Ltd

NZARANBA
Balthazar

0788686971

MUHANGA

Banana wine

MUKANTWARI
Margueritte

0783126231

MUSAMBIRA

Banana wine

MUKAKINANI
Catherine

0788804307

BUGESERA

Banana wine

NSHIMIYIMANA
Gilbert

0783327176

GASABO

Banana wine

24.
25.

UMUNEZA

26.
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SN

Industry Name

27.

Contact Person
GAPIRA Aristide

Telephone
number/e-mail

District

Product

0788479437

KICUKIRO

Banana wine

28.

Share holder NBBI MUKAMAKUZA
LTD
Immaculée

0788551739

KICUKIRO

Banana wine

29.

SUSURUKA

BIZIMANA Richard

0788562429

RWAMAGANA

Banana wine

30.

NGINASCHONFAMILY

NGIRENTE Nasson

0788598818

GASABO

Banana wine

31.

DUMICO

NYIRAHABIMANA
Françoise

0785207274

MUHANGA

Banana wine

32.

BEAC Ltd

KAYIRANGA
Sébastien

0788678963

GASABO

Banana wine

33.

IAMEBU

KAYIJUKA Venuste

0783394015

BUGESERA

Banana wine

34.

RUKERAHO
Marcel/FAIDA
FAMILY GROUP

BPCH

0783503860

KAMONYI

Banana wine

35.

Musilim Nyabihu
Vunga

0785184658

Nyabihu

Banana wine

36

UNITY
FAMILY
ASSOCIATION

0783589151

N/A

N/A

37

COOVAFAKI

RUSANGANWA
Vital

0788404419

38

ABAHUZAMIKORE
RE

SHINGIRO Vénant

0783190127

39

TANTUM ERGO

UWAMARIYA
Opportunee.

0785012911

40

CATAM

GATABAZI François 0782194454

41

KOIRUDUTWIYUBAKE

HAGENIMANA
Emmanuel

0788495003

42

COOP-INGENZI

MUSABYIMANA
Jean

0788477095
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SN

Industry Name

Contact Person

Telephone
number/e-mail

43

TUZAMURANE

SIBOMANA
Félicien

0788922595

44

COFEBASA

BARAVUGA
Théodore

0783573079

BAPFAKUNEGURA
EVARISTE

0788213099

COTRAJUBA

0788481221

45
46

AGASABANISHA

47

CREDO
HABARUGIRA

48

CYIZA CONSOLEE

49

DUFATANYE JEAN
PIERRE

50

DUSABIMANA
GRACE

0788513106

51

TWIYONGEZETUMBA

GAKUBA JEAN

0783463311

52

COEFORT

GAKWERERE
FERDINAND

0788687260

53

MUKORE
TWITEZIMBERE

HABYARIMANA
ALEXIS

54

NEZERWA

HABYARIMANA
JUSTIN

0788698833

55

KAGINA BONIFACE

0783584162

56

KANYAMUHANDA
J.BAPTISTE

0788834210

57

KANYENZI

0788599033

KARANGWA
FELICIEN

0788307257

58

HOVAE
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SN

Contact Person

Telephone
number/e-mail

59

KARUBERA BERNA

0788254848

60

KAYIRANGA
SEBASTIEN

0788678963

61

MUJYANAMA
IGNACE

0788649614

62

MUKADOMINIKO
Josephine

0788870294

MUKAMUGANGA
AGNES

0788782934

64

MUKANDORI
XAVERINE

0788635545

65

MUREKEZI
VEDASTE

0783143975

63

66

Industry Name

DIVAYI
ITERAKURYOHER
WA

Essaie

67
68

INGIRAKAMARO
MU BUZIMA

69
70

INGENZIMUBUZI
MA

71
72

COOKUMURWA
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MUSABIMANA
PASCAL
FLORENCE

&

0788454812

MUTABARUKA
DIOGENE

0788505196

MUZUNGU
EUGENE

0788842784

NDAGIJIMANA
EMMANUEL

0788407225

NDAYISENGA
ALEXANDRE

0788703075

NDIKUBWIMANA
INNOCENT

0788769162

NGIRENTE
NASSON

0788598818

District

Product
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SN

Industry Name

Contact Person

Telephone
number/e-mail

73

NIRERE
CHARLOTTE

0728140302

74

NIYOYITA JUDITH

0783146536

75

DUTARAME

NKUNDAMAHORO
ERASTE

0783458138

76

AKANOZANGEND
O

NSABYUWERA
JANVIER

0788793727

77

DUHUZUMURIM
O

NTABARESHYA
J.PAUL

0788671459

78

COPROVIBAGISIZA

NTAHONSIGAYE
ANTHERE

0788582624

79

NTIVUGURUZWA
AUGUSTIN

0788486342

80

NTUYENABO
THOMAS

0788408135

81

NYIRAKAMANA
JEANNETTE

0722631394

82

COOPCOYEUMBA

NZABANKEBUKA
J.ALEXIS

0788503706

83

COPCOIDEA

NZABONIMANA
M.

0788407640

84

RUBURA CELESTIN

0788489435

85

RUSATIRA CASSIEN 0788529689

86

UZABAKIRIHO
PHILBERT
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0783528247

District

Product
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Annex 4: Production technology intervention matrix
Table 13: Typical production equipment support matrix for BWVC enterprise to produce up to 20,000L
month connected to 3 phase power supply
Item

Units

Specifications

Remarks

Proximate
Unit cost
$

Total
cost $

250

2000

445

890

100

1000

695

8347

11

89

696

1391

85

3338

2500

5000

6

6000

Raw material/Product Handling
1.

Trolleys
8

2.
3.

4.

Weighing scales

2

Storage shelving
3
Work tables
8

5.

Troughs(buckets)
8

6.

Sieving/filtration unit
2

7.

Fermentation/Aging
tanks

8.

Volume
pumps

9.
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40

transfer

Bottle drying racks

2

6

Min
50kg
capacity
mass
transfer trolleys
with
wheels(stainless
steel or food
grade plastic)
Standard
0100kg scales
3 sets of Layered
20X20ft shelving
(steel)
Stainless
steel
work tables 2x1
meters

100kg stainless
steel/plastic
troughs
A 250L/Hr high
capacity filtration
unit
2500L stainless
steel
fermentation
tanks
250l/hr volume
transfer pumps
with horses
1000
Bottle
drying racks

To help the linkage of all
production spaces by
trolley
friendly
walkways/trails/rumps
to
ease
material
movement of up to 3
tons/week.
A digital or analog scale
to
measure
bulk
deliveries
Required in the Raw
material/ripening area,
Packaging store and
finished product stores
Require 4 sets for the
processing/peeling area
and 4 sets in the final
product
bottling/packaging
areas.
Required in the mass
transfer
of
peeled
bananas and/or fluids
between storage or
work stations
Its needed to filter the
raw fluid product to
ensure
a
quality
product.
To
hold
the
10,000/month 6 months
fermentation and aging
production volumes
To help volume transfers
between holding tanks,
filters and related liquid
movements
To ensure adequate
sanitation and drying of
bottles
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Item

Units

Specifications

Remarks

2
station
industrial energy
saving stove

Will ensure minimal
wood
usage
and
efficiencies as opposed
to
open
air
pasteurisation.
This will support quality
and hygienic packaging
of the wine.

Proximate
Unit cost
$

Total
cost $

1500

1500

8069

8069

7000

7000

5000

10000

20

40

750

1500

835

1670

1000

1000

1000

1000

Processing equipment
10.

Energy saving stove
1

11.

12.

13.

Bottle Filling
capping unit

and
1

Banana
juicing
/pulping
equipment(complete
Unit)
Pasteurising
units/pots

1

2

Manual
Bottle
filling
and
capping
unit(1000L/hr)
1tn/hr Semi auto
banana
juicing/pulping
equipment
1000L
Double
Jacketed batch
pasteurisation
kettles/boilers

Required for effective
and quick banana juice
processing
Will support quality and
efficient
pasteurisation/boiling.

Quality control equipment
14.

15.

16.

17.
18.
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Vinometer/wine
Alcohol meter

2

Hydrometer
2
Ph meter
2
Lab
Plastic
Glassware

&

Other
small
equipment’s
reagents

lab
and

-

-

0-20%
capabilities.
Specialised wine
alcohol meters
Standard
Portable Triple
scale
wine
hydrometers
Standard
Portable
standard scale
digital Ph meter
Conical
flasks,
beakers
and
pipettes in pairs
Electronic scale
0-1kg,
Bunsen
burner
and
reagents

Ensure
standardised
alcohol levels and helps
control wine quality.
Ensure quality and
product standardisation
by measuring fluid
densities
Quality
control
equipment/
acidity
measures
Essential quality control
support tools for testing
To complete the quality
control product lab.

